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The big picture
For decades, the year 2020 stood as a faroﬀ mile marker for technological progress that
promised fascinating, even existential, changes. But here we are, and 2020 is like any other year:
Technology companies continue to drive incrementally toward practical, profitable improvements
wherever they can be found. That doesn't mean transformation is unnecessary, however.
The communications industry may not
be the creator of existential change,
but it is one of the most important
enablers of it as well as the social and
productivity improvements that result
from innovation. This report looks at
what communications service
providers (CSPs) and their suppliers
are doing to keep advancing toward
an unknown future with a more agile
network that can support whatever
comes.
With this year’s MWC event in
Barcelona waylaid by a coronavirus
outbreak, operators and vendors are
free to follow their own pursuits
without the path being defined by the
media’s perception of trends and
buzz. With less scrutiny on whether
companies are meeting somewhat
arbitrary timetables for commercial
deployment, standards,
transformation and other measures of
progress, companies can keep their
heads down and focus on the work.

What’s inside?
In this report we’ve categorized the
work into six key topics which we
believe CSPs will be pushing hardest
to advance in 2020:
5G & the platform
opportunity – CSPs are
looking for new business
models to help them grow revenue
and platforms are a key area of focus.
Adopting a platform approach that
encourages partnerships will help
them tap lucrative vertical markets.
Future operational &
business support systems
(OSS/BSS) – a new, open
architecture is necessary to support
the multiparty services being
developed for 5G, cloud and AI
driven automation
Cloud – cloudnative
technology and cloud
platforms are key to the
economics of 5G and to the digital
ecosystems necessary for addressing
new market demands.

Analytics & AI – data,
machine learning and AI will
take on much bigger roles in
the operation of the network,
customer engagement, profitability
and security.
Multiaccess edge computing
– MEC oﬀers another
opportunity to use public
cloud and partnerships to meet the
latency requirements of enterprises,
smart cities, autonomous cars and
more.
The articles that follow, written by TM
Forum’s Research & Media team,
attempt to answer crucial questions
about how to operationalize and
monetize new technology: How will it
work in the current state of networks,
support architectures, ecosystems
and business models)? How will it
work in the future? And how will it
work during the inevitable transition?

Automation – the only way to
handle the scale, speed and
accuracy required to support
nextgen services is to remove
humans from the equation.

inform.tmforum.org
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The big picture

Rethinking OSS/BSS
Importantly, CSPs and their suppliers
are finding that they must reimagine
the way support and enablement
solutions are designed, built and
delivered. Yesterday’s monolithic,
siloed OSS/BSS simply are not up to
the task of managing networks that
are increasingly virtualized, software
defined and cloudbased.
Here are some examples of changes
we’ll discuss in depth throughout the
report:

n Vendors

increasingly are being
asked to predict and model all
potential outcomes for network
related services in order to
automate the processes that enable
them and create an autonomous,
selfhealing, selfoptimizing
network.

n As

CSPs turn their focus to the
enterprise market, they are looking
to vendors to take on more of a
partner role than simply a supplier.

n

n As

the cloud model takes over,
CSPs and vendors must come to
terms with what cloudnative really
means and what should and
shouldn’t migrate to the cloud.

n To

adopt a platform business model,
CSPs need help from their suppliers
to extend assets to third parties in
order to better monetize
connectivity, billing, charging,
hosting, etc.

CSPs now have the leverage to
insist on truly open architectures
from their vendors, something
suppliers have worked toward but
with limits

inform.tmforum.org
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A platform for innovation
By Mark Newman

Communications service providers (CSPs) want to escape legacy business models. Indeed, this
desire drives most of the eﬀort and innovation discussed in this report. Each area of
transformation, be it cloud, 5G, automation or intelligence, is being conducted with this goal in
mind: no more business as usual. The model must change.
When it comes to the quest for new
revenues beyond connectivity, two
areas are particularly promising for
CSPs: internet of things (IoT) and
content. So far, operators have not
leveraged new digital technologies
fully in order to address the IoT
market. 5G, for example, oﬀers
enormous potential but, as of now,
the telecoms industry lacks a roadmap
to give it a sense of purpose and
clarity about how to add value
beyond connectivity. If operators can
remedy this, however, the pay oﬀ
could be huge, with multiple research

firms projecting that the market for
IoT services will be worth more than
$1 trillion by the middle of this
decade.
Content, on the other hand, is an
opportunity that many CSPs have
already captured either through
acquisitions or building their own TV
businesses. The business case for
bundling TV into a broader service
proposition is proven. Now it’s about
how to layer value on top of TV and
the role of 5G in building a richer
media proposition.

Business model evolution
Beyond new services, however, CSPs
have started to think harder about
their core competencies and
capabilities and where they can insert
themselves into existing and emerging
value chains. It has taken them a long
time to realize that other, more
realistic options exist beyond
providing endtoend services, which
represents the most advanced and
ambitious strategy for a CSP. “Asa
service connectivity” and “platform”
services are options.

Divergence and diversiﬁcaon away from core competencies

Connecvity

As-a-service
connecvity

Plaorm

End-to-end
services

TM Forum, 2019
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A platform for innovation

Asaservice connectivity refers to customized, softwarebased connectivity. In the B2B space CSPs can customize
connectivity for specific applications and workloads, and with 5G oﬀer services such as lowlatency connectivity for
robotics applications or highspeed connectivity for highdefinition video applications.

Which to choose?
Platform business models are
poorly understood in the
telecoms industry, which is
surprising given that so much of
the digital economy is built on
platforms. Perhaps this is because
it is not obvious how operators
can adopt such an approach.
TM Forum research points to
two overlapping ways they can
embrace twosided business
models (an alternative term for
platform business model):
1. Reimagine the core telco
business as a platform – CSPs
can expose their assets and
recreate them as services for
thirdparty service providers.
The biggest asset operators
have is connectivity – the
network – but in theory other
capabilities such as charging,
billing or hosting could be
valuable to partners.
2. Enter new markets such as IoT
– CSPs can focus on their core
competencies and partner with
specialist thirdparty providers
of IoT services specifically.
Over the last three years, TM
Forum has tracked sentiment
among CSPs and their suppliers
about new business models. Our
research shows that there is still
enormous uncertainty within the
sector about which future
strategies to adopt. When we
surveyed CSP respondents in
2019 about their companies’
aspirations, their answers were
still almost evenly divided.

What should CSPs aspire to become?

15%

25%

32%

28%
Best-in-class connecvity providers
(ﬁxed, mobile, IoT)

Mulplay operators (ﬁxed, mobile, TV, broadband)
that partner with internet companies and other
digital service providers
Full digital service providers oﬀering a range of
digital services, somemes in compeon with
players such as Google and Apple
Plaorm providers working with partners to bring
their services to market

The very fact that there are so few
good examples of successful CSP
platforms illustrates the problem. The
only true platform business we have
identified is Safaricom’s mobile
payments platform. The Kenyan
mobile operator has turned its highly
successful mPesa payments service,
which Vodafone is acquiring, into a
platform business that now generates
34% of total revenues.

How do CSPs view plaorms?
We are experimenng with plaorm business
models but only for new lines of business, and
there is no expectaon that it will become a major
line of business

37%

48%

TM Forum, 2019

The barriers
In many cases, lack of understanding
about how to monetize platform
business models is holding CSPs back.
Our research indicates that
technology teams have a solid grasp
of what the business models are, or
could be, but gaps in knowledge are a
serious problem among senior
commercial and financial
management. Nearly a third of the
operators we surveyed in 2019 said
senior leaders within their
organizations don’t even know what a
platform business model is.

15%
Our senior management doesn't really know what a
plaorm business is or how it relates to our business

29.5%

28%

42.5%
Agree
Disagree
Neither agree nor disagree
TM Forum, 2020
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A platform for innovation

Other challenges include:
CSP mindset – accepting a
role as an enabler rather than
an endtoend service
provider is diﬃcult for CSPs
that see themselves as
retailers rather than
wholesalers. Similarly, CSPs
are instinctively cautious and
hesitant to commit to an
unpredictable business model.
Legacy systems and
technology – even CSPs that
are keen to pursue platform
business models are often
held back because of the
limitations of legacy IT
systems and operational
processes that have been
developed to support a retail
rather than wholesale model.
Platform businesses are
global, but CSPs are local –
despite eﬀorts to develop
regional or global footprints,
most operators remain
national businesses even if
they are part of large operator
groups.

The benefits
If CSPs can overcome the barriers to
adopting platform business models,
they stand to realize significant
benefits:

For much more about CSPs’ future
business models, see this report:

A diﬀerent path to
innovation – instead of trying
(and most likely failing) to
develop services for end
users, CSPs can be innovative
in their wholesale or
enablement capabilities and
allow partners to be
innovative in targeting end
customers.
Reuse of existing assets –
rather than seeing their
technology assets as merely a
cost, platforms can help CSPs
build new revenue streams
using their assets, which could
lead to a fundamental re
evaluation of the role of IT
operations.
A new relationship with
vendors – a platform model
allows for true partnerships in
which vendors can extend
their services and capabilities
to enterprise users through
the CSP using a
wholesale/retail or a revenue
sharing model.

inform.tmforum.org
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The boring back office is
anything but in the 5G era
By Tim McElligott

Although the terms operational and business support systems (OSS/BSS) are becoming
antiquated, the capabilities the systems deliver are not. They are the unsung heroes of service
enablement, and they will become even more critical in the realtime, dataintensive world of 5G
and beyond. Support system capabilities are key to delivering on the requirements that make
new services marketable, namely quality, ease of access, pricing and performance.
Communications service providers
(CSPs) giddy about the prospects for
Industry X, autonomous cars, smart
cities or artificial intelligence (AI),
should keep themselves grounded by
asking these questions:
How are we going to track
performance?
How do we automate the
ordering, activation, assurance
and billing of these awesome
capabilities?
How will we secure these
services?
How can we determine which
customers will buy them?

How can we monetize them
and manage the complex
compensation and licensing
issues that will come with so
many new services being
delivered through multiparty
digital ecosystems?

containers and microservices to
increase flexibility and reduce costs
(see page 10). The days of
incremental change are gone,
replaced by continuous improvement
through Agile DevOps practices.

Suppliers don’t have all the answers –
they too are transforming. But they
should be able to give a timeline for
when they will be able to deliver
desired capabilities. Future OSS/BSS
will perform many of the same
functions as today’s systems, but they
will look very diﬀerent in the cloud
based 5G era. CSPs and suppliers are
reimagining OSS/BSS as cloudnative
systems and services that rely on

OSS requirements
For our 2019 report Future OSS:
Towards an open, digital architecture,
we asked CSPs to rank attributes that
will be important for future OSS.
More than half of respondents put
closedloop fulfillment and assurance
in their top three priorities, while a
third chose closedloop optimization.

What are the most important aributes of future OSS?

1

2

3

4

Automated,
closed-loop
service fulﬁllment
and assurance

Automated,
closed-loop
network
opmizaon

Scalability

Open,
ecosystem
driven

5
Container and
microservices
based

6
AI-driven
customer
engagement

7
AI-driven
network
opmizaon

8
Being cloud
nave

9

10

Single,
Running on
centralized
a virtual
OSS/BSS for architecture
all services and
technology
domains

TM Forum, 2019

This illustrates a dramatic shift in CSPs’ willingness to accept the certainty of automation. When TM Forum began
surveying operators about automation in 2015, many expressed deep reservations about closedloop processes because
they feared automation could compromise the five nines’ reliability they guarantee and because it would eliminate jobs.
Now, however, there is realization and acceptance that manual processes for optimization and problem resolution simply
won’t work as the volume, velocity and variety of data explodes in a 5G world.

inform.tmforum.org
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Culture is a problem
CSPs also realize they must turn to
data analytics and AI (see page 16) to
support new services. However,
analytics alone will not turn CSPs into
digital natives. Deep cultural change
is necessary, and, indeed, 60% of the
CSPs we’ve surveyed believe future
operations support will require it.
Archana Jain, Vice President of
Verizon’s Consumer Group, believes
that company culture can stand in the
way of digital transformation. During
an interview at Digital Transformation
North America in September, she
explained that Verizon’s main focus is
to ensure services without
interruption and provide excellent
customer experience. However, there
is no one tool for the job, and culture
can be a hindrance.

“

The main challenge [for
operational transformation]
continues to be the culture,”
Jain said. “There are people
who really understand what
needs to be done…but
there are some people who
resist the new ways of
working. We can’t wait to
get them on board.”
Corporate culture is also cited as a
hindrance to adoption of Agile
DevOps practices. In a recent TM
Forum survey of Clevel executives
for our CTIO Outlook 2020 report,
respondents cited lack of skills as an
obstacle to adopting Agile
development, second only to
complexity of legacy IT systems.

Adopting a DevOps approach is
worth the eﬀort, however, because it
can help CSPs reduce the time it
takes to move new products from
concept to commercial rollout, which
even after years of process
improvement typically takes up to 18
months. DevOps also delivers key
benefits relevant to ongoing product
enhancements and testing new ideas.
For example, continuous development
and testing eliminates the handoﬀ
from one working group or
department to another during the
lifecycle of a new product.

What about BSS?
Like OSS, CSPs’ business systems
have been under considerable strain
because of extensive, ongoing
customization, which is costly and
timeconsuming. Our research has
found that dissatisfaction with the
outcomes of BSS transformation
programs has resulted in significant
deterioration of the relationship
between CSPs and their suppliers.

implementation of a core commerce
management system including a
product catalog and order
management service, marking the first
time TM Forum members had
collaborated to develop software
code for testing.
The proposal for ODA is compelling,
but it won’t happen unless CSPs
agree to collaborate and commit staff
and financial resources to the project.
In addition, a critical mass of
suppliers must recognize and accept
that if they do not embrace a new
approach, they may not continue to
win CSPs’ business.
For much more about future
OSS/BSS, read these reports:

TM Forum members are working to
address OSS and BSS through the
Open Digital Architecture (ODA)
project. They are collaborating on a
blueprint for redesigning both, which
consists of a business architecture to
describe in business terms what CSPs
and their partners want to achieve,
and a technical architecture for the
underlying infrastructure and data
that will include a reference
implementation.
A year ago, several ODA team
members published an exploratory
report for members entitled Business
Operating System Pioneer Project
Report. Led by Orange and Vodafone,
the paper made the case for creating
“a common and fully interoperable
framework for CSP core and future
business, including their future digital
services and ecosystems created by
CSPs”. A subsequent TM Forum
Catalyst proof of concept developed an
interoperable reference

inform.tmforum.org
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Get your head in the clouds
By Tim McElligott

Questions remain about which network or support system components should move to the
cloud, but it's clear that a cloud strategy is critical for communications service providers (CSPs).
Public cloud in particular plays a key role in helping them significantly reduce costs and eﬃciently
store and use data. Cloud also reduces latency for media & entertainment and other industry
vertical applications, and it powers edgecomputing services.
It is safe to assume that all eyes will
be on AT&T to see how its “public
cloud first” strategy, announced in
July 2019, is taking shape and how
many other CSPs are following its
lead – or not. Public cloud
environments such as Amazon Web
Services, Google Cloud and Microsoft
Azure aren’t the only solution for
operators. Many CSPs also are
implementing or evaluating strategies
using private cloud and hybrid cloud
(a mix of public and private).

which does little to enhance the
solution, or in a cloudnative mode,
which increases agility significantly.
Our recent research finds that less
than 5% percent of operations
software is deployed in the public
cloud (see below) – at a time when
investment in new support solutions

should be on the rise in preparation
for 5G. If CSPs are hesitant to put
their own workloads into a public
cloud environment, potential
enterprise customers are justified in
asking why they should have
confidence in the cloud services CSPs
will be trying to sell them with their
new cloud partners.

Cloud OSS/BSS then and now

Cloud’s evolution
Until recently, public cloud
environments contained too many
unknowns for CSPs regarding
security, performance, true cost of
operation, interoperability, and
control of customer data and network
connectivity. Operators are growing
more comfortable with public cloud
environments, but they still have
concerns about how to integrate
cloud operations with traditional
telco processes, practices and
standards. Much work remains to join
the two models.
To date, CSPs have leveraged cloud
for storage and some nonessential
productivity applications. They have
been reticent to move their key
operational and business support
systems (OSS/BSS) to the public
cloud either in a “liftandshift” mode,

2017

74%
of CSPs had less than

2018

50%
of CTIOs said that less than

2019

84%

of Digital Transformaon
World aendees believe
CSPs need to be
invesng in cloud-nave
technologies

10%
of BSS in the cloud, but

5%

of OSS infrastructure was
in the cloud, but they expected

but only

4%

of CSPs have moved some
OSS to the cloud and

44%

believed that more than half
would be in the cloud by 2020

30%

planned to move
big data analycs
to the cloud

50%

to be in the cloud by 2021

26%

do not plan to move OSS
to the cloud – ever

TM Forum, 2019
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BSS migration to the cloud is faring
better than OSS, but even so CSPs
have been slow to embrace it fully. In
2017, 44% of the CSPs we surveyed
believed they would have more than
half of their BSS in the cloud by this
year, but they haven’t come close.

Unreliability – although it is
an outdated figure, 99.1%
availability it is still often cited
as the norm for cloudbased
systems, which is a far cry
from the ‘five nines’ reliability
CSPs are used to.

The barriers

GDPR & data security –
when it comes to customers’
privacy and data security,
CSPs have a good reputation
to protect. They also are
heavily regulated and do not
feel comfortable trusting data
stored in the cloud. This is
especially true in countries
with strict data residency
rules such as the EU’s General
Data Protection Regulation.

AT&T’s blockbuster $2 billion, multi
year deal to move all nonnetwork
workloads to the Microsoft Azure
public cloud should mark a major
turning point for CSPs’ use of public
cloud. However, AT&T and Microsoft
as well as other CSPs and hyperscale
cloud providers will have to
collaborate to overcome some
significant barriers, such as:
Physical security – preventing
unauthorized access to
servers and systems in the
cloud has been a diﬃcult
challenge for cloud providers,
but they are taking steps to
improve physical security.
Google, for example, has
adopted stringent identity and
access management
restrictions.
Investment costs – the cost
of changing providers and
moving data that has been
stored with one cloud
provider to another,
sometimes called egress, can
be significant, as can
transactional costs associated
with continually accessing
data and managing analytics.
Lack of control – similar to
physical security concerns,
CSPs are not comfortable
giving up operational control
during times of outage,
performance degradation,
feature rollout, etc.

The benefits
If CSPs can overcome the barriers,
they stand to realize significant
benefits, including:

Time to market – despite
years of process automation
and improvement, CSPs still
are unable to create services
as quickly as internetbased
companies, but they believe
cloud will help level the
playing field by speeding
service design and testing.
Predictive maintenance –
CSPs believe cloud
deployments, particularly
managed services, could allow
them to perform maintenance
tasks without taking
components out of service.
Expertise – by partnering,
CSPs get access to cloud
talent they don’t have
internally.
For much more about CSPs’ use of
cloud technology, see this report:

Automation – with 5G
deployment underway,
automation is the top
attribute CSPs are looking for
in nextgeneration support
solutions.
Scalability – the ability to
scale applications
economically on demand is
critical and lies at the heart of
CSPs’ eﬀorts to automate
operations and optimize
networks for realtime
response and reporting.
Total cost of ownership –
Rakuten CTO Tareq Amin
claims that operating a cloud
environment costs 45% less
than running a traditional
network. Time will tell if this is
true, but the assumption is
that moving applications to
the cloud lowers operating
expenses. The amount of
savings likely will depend on
the level of managed services
provided and the complexity
and size of the network.
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Indulge in self-ish networks
By Tim McElligott

Communications service providers (CSPs) are likely to hear less from vendors about the journey
to network automation than about the wonders selfprovisioning, selfoptimizing and self
healing networks will enable. Operators may also believe that artificial intelligence (AI) is
responsible for network automation, but that’s only half right.
CSPs have always been interested in
network optimization, but they have
been reluctant to automate networks
because they worry about losing
control (and jobs). Yet, in 5G networks
automation will be a requirement. It
simply is not possible to manually
support the volume and velocity of
changes that happen in software
defined networks.

The video presents AI as not only a
creator that frees our imagination, but
as a guardian that collects traﬃc and
location data and protects us on the
drive home; a visionary anticipating
the needs of others and simplifying
busy lives; and a healer that decodes
secrets from within DNA and delivers
precision to surgeons when every
second counts.

AI needs automation

But AI does none of this on its own –
it cannot make things happen. Each
statement, as inspiring as it is, really
should be split into two parts: the
information and the action.

Promotional videos like the one below
released by Nvidia, are guaranteed to
get the blood racing in a techie’s veins
with visions of hopeful, yet mostly
realistic future applications for AI in
the network.
Watch the Nvidia video:

Yes, AI will collect and analyze data
from every data point on our
commute: other cars, lane
configuration, traﬃc, hazards, etc. AI
can even learn to anticipate the needs
of others and analyze our DNA. But it
takes autonomous networks applying
AI data to implement the driving
maneuvers that keep us safe, to
deliver the intelligent applications that
simplify our lives and to create the
low latency and reliability that give
surgeons the responsiveness they
need when every second counts.

inform.tmforum.org

But before AI gets a chance
to shine, CSPs must do a lot
of work to develop
autonomous networks and
close the loop on the
automated execution of
operational processes.

What are the drivers?
TM Forum members are collaborating in
the new Autonomous Networks Project
to develop a common understanding of
and consensus about what defines
autonomous networks and how to
implement them. The project got its
start in May 2019 when BT, China
Mobile, Orange and Telstra joined with
suppliers Ericsson and Huawei
Technologies to coauthor a white paper
called Autonomous Networks:
Empowering Digital Transformation For
The Telecoms Industry.
For the white paper, TM Forum
surveyed 65 respondents from 37
unique CSP companies and found that
close to half want to use automation
to introduce new services that require
faster and more complicated
responses from operations than
manual processes can deliver (for
example, ondemand services).
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Drivers for introducing automaon into operaons
3%

of network functions
within domains – allows for
resources to be added or switched

We are introducing new technology (e.g.
virtualizaon) that necessitates operaons at
speeds not feasibile for manual processes

20.5%

42%

n Virtualization

n

Implementation of network
functions as software components
that expose services – this lets
CSPs apply principles of software
engineering, software architecture
and software design to the network,
also known as “softwarization”

n

Encapsulation of network function
complexity within the relevant
domains as a set of network
services – these can be chained
together to form a complete service

We need to change processes or sengs (e.g.
provisioning) more oen and more quickly than
manual processes allow
We have new process requirements that are more
complicated and change more oen (e.g. partner
onboarding for IoT) than manual processes can
cope with
We would like to introduce new services that
require faster and more complicated responses
from operaons (e.g. on-demand services) than
manual processes can provide

28%
6.5%

Other

TM Forum, 2018

During a TM Forum Global
Architecture Forum webinar in
November, Orange provided results
of an internal study conducted to
determine the potential for value
creation and eﬃciency gains from
autonomous networks in the areas of
operations and maintenance, energy,
resource utilization, and applications
delivery. The operator expects
eﬃciency gains in several areas as
shown in the graphic below.
Autonomous networks value
creation & eﬃciency impact
Depreciation

21.7%

Product costs

14.8%

Employees

13.6%

Interconnection
/circuit leasing

13.4%

Sales expense

9.9%

Maintenance

9.5%

Utilities

5%

How to automate?
Future networks need to be able to
perform three main tasks: auto
provisioning, autoscaling and auto
healing. However, within those three
functions are many individual steps,
or processes. AI can handle three out
of four of the overarching processes –
collecting data, identifying problems
and making recommendations – but
autonomous networks are responsible
for the most diﬃcult step, which is
taking action.
Autonomous action must be done
precisely and in a way that is
traceable by network operators. The
logic for taking action must also be
understood. This poses business and
technical challenges, which the
Network Automation Initiative, part of
TM Forum’s Open Digital Architecture
project, is seeking to resolve.

n Automation

of network function
repair within a domain – the point
is to isolate service degradation or
failure within a single domain

n

Exposure of network services from
domains using industry standard
Open APIs – these are eﬀectively
discoverable runtime services
available in each domain

To join TM Forum’s work on network
automation and the Open Digital
Architecture, please contact George
Glass, VP, Architecture & APIs.

As an indication of how much work
there is to do, the list below shows
just some of the issues related to
autonomous networks that TM Forum
members are addressing within the
ODA project:
n

Fragmentation of networks into
domains – selfhealing can be
attempted in one domain or alerts
can be sent to a higherlevel
domain to take necessary actions

TM Forum, 2020 (source: Orange)
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Overcoming 5G Challenges:
It’s a Life Cycle Thing
By Heather Broughton, Senior Director of Service Provider Marketing, NETSCOUT
Carriers around the world are
embracing 5G as the next
generational leap for network
technologies, with trials and
deployments taking place in just
about every major market worldwide.
The changing network topology of
5G, with the potential of millions of
small cells being added to networks
over the next several years, also
demands a new approach for service
assurance to successfully build and
scale 5G networks—one that

provides total visibility and actionable
insights at all phases of the 5G life
cycle, from prelaunch to launch to
commercial operations.
But what does 5G life cycle visibility
mean in practice? It helps to look at
the role service assurance plays in
each of the diﬀerent phases of the 5G
life cycle to get a clearer picture of
how endtoend visibility can help
carriers overcome the challenges they
face in a 5G world:

inform.tmforum.org

n

Plan: How many cells are enough
and where do they need to go?
Understanding the propagation
properties of millimeter wave in
realworld environments is key for
5G. Predictive analysis helps gain
visibility into augmentation
measurements, develop accurate
propagation models, and analyze
density and traﬃc patterns.
Bottomline benefit: Avoid over
planning and under planning and
save on CAPEX.
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n

n

Trials: Is your 5G network really
ready for commercial use? The
ability to prelaunch the network in
a trial phase and test from multiple
sites using near realtime insights is
critical to assuring commercial
readiness. Bottomline benefit:
Avoiding customer experience
nightmares by spotting issues
before production.
Launch: How many customers are
using the network at any given
time/place? The right analytics can
provide key insights into metrics
such as unique subscriber counts,
allowing carriers to validate
customer usage and confirm
internal resources. Bottomline
benefit: Knowing 5G update and
customer usage at every and any
point of the network.

n

Operations: How well is the
network performing? Where are the
trouble spots? Endtoend
troubleshooting can be leveraged to
ensure low latency at the edge and
reduce mean time to repair (MTTR).
Bottomline benefit: Improved
OPEX and better ROI evaluation.

n Optimize: What

are the traﬃc
hotspots? Where should new cell
sites be deployed as traﬃc increases?
Endtoend visibility is crucial to
optimizing system performance and
improving keyperformance
indicators (KPIs). This is a continual
process that means 24x7 visibility.
Bottomline benefit: Reduced OPEX
through optimization.
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NETSCOUT delivers Visibility Without
Borders from the RAN to the core to
the edge. With this unprecedented
level of visibility through all phases of
the 5G life cycle, carriers can
proactively plan for disruptions,
monetize new services, maintain SLAs
and reduce TCO across multi
generations of network technologies as
they forge into the new world of 5G.
Learn more about our carriergrade
5G solution for the complete 5G life
cycle.
Heather Broughton is the senior director
of service provider marketing at
NETSCOUT.
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Data, data everywhere,
but not a plan to use it
By Mark Newman

Discussions about artificial intelligence (AI) readiness, the ethical dilemmas surrounding AI, data
governance, autonomous vehicles, and the relationship between AI and automation highlight the
pivotal role data plays in all businesses. For CSPs, the biggest challenge is figuring out how to
leverage it across the entire organization.

Roadblocks

How eﬀecvely are CSPs using data?
19%

Lile or
ineﬀecve
use of data

24.5%

34%

22.5%

Fully
leveraging
data
100

1
<30

30-50

50-70

The two primary types of data that
CSPs use are data created by customers
and data generated internally by
systems and employees. Indeed, big
data has resulted from an exponential
increase in realtime usage data and
deployment of cloudbased systems.
A full 88% of respondents to a recent
TM Forum survey of experts in data
analytics said they consider eﬀective
use of this data across the entire
organization to be essential for their
businesses, yet CSPs are not eﬀectively
using the data they collect. When we
asked the respondents to rate their
companies’ eﬀorts (1 indicated
ineﬀective use of data and 100
indicated full use of data across the
company), the average rating was 54,
(see graphic above).

>70

TM Forum, 2019

Even though more than half of survey
respondents scored their organizations
higher than 50, we view these findings
negatively. Given that most
respondents are responsible for data
strategies within their organizations,
we expected them to be positive and
perhaps overly optimistic about their
companies’ progress leveraging data.
The fact that they are not is telling.

There is no single reason why
operators have been largely
unsuccessful in leveraging data, but
lack of a consistent data model tops
the list of challenges (see graphic
below). A data model is a design for
how to structure and represent
information so that it can be used
consistently across disparate systems.
The problem is that most CSPs work
with tens or hundreds of vendors
whose systems generate and/or
consume data, all using diﬀerent data
models. It is the job of data science
teams within telcos to make the data
from these systems reusable and
transferable.

Barriers to leveraging data
48%

Lack of a consistent data model

35%
43%

Lack of urgency about the
importance of leveraging data

38%
42%

Lack of experse about how to
collect and leverage data

47%
41%

Dirty data

37%

Data governance (e.g. internal rules
that prevent one department from
geng access to data from another)

31%
44%
26%

Formang issues

42%
Extremely important barrier

Relavely important barrier

TM Forum, 2019
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Data, data everywhere, but not a plan to use it

“

AI & machine learning
A common data model becomes even
more critical as operators begin to use
AI and machine learning to leverage
data. For example, network
automation has emerged as a key
requirement for 5G (see page 12), and
it will require the eﬀective use of AI.
TM Forum members are developing a
common data model to make it easier
for CSPs to ingest, store and use data
across the business. Teams working in
the Open API project and the AI &
Data Analytics project are extending
the Forum’s Open API data model and
developing the telecoms industry’s
first API specifications for AI, a
Contract Management API
Component Suite.
Representatives from many CSPs,
such as AT&T, BT, China Mobile,
Orange and Verizon, and their
suppliers began work on the
component suite in September. The
team is proposing a framework for
governing AI systems to allow them to
expose APIs to management systems
within CSPs’ operations. This gives
operators the ability to query and
control AI systems.
For example, if a management system
determines that an AI system is no
longer in compliance with business
policy, it may command the AI system
to stop operating. Key to making this
happen is the ability to associate a
‘contract’ with a deployed AI model.
The contract sets dependencies and
constraints that must be satisfied for
the correct and safe operation of the AI
model and describes actions to be
taken when they are no longer satisfied.

To learn more, read this report:

Data accessibility is key,”
says Aaron BoasmanPatel, TM Forum’s VP of
AI & Customer
Experience. “AI is only as
good as the amount of data
available to train the AI
systems. You can’t have
‘dirty’ data.”
He adds: “Some companies are
working on their own data models,
but it is better to collaborate on a
common model to be used across the
industry. The model our members are
developing is based on TM Forum
Open APIs, which are already widely
used. The transformation of all data
will happen through APIs.”

What to ask?
CSPs should discuss with potential
suppliers how to leverage data and
how to use AI eﬀectively. Here are
some key questions:
n

Can you help us combine data that
sits in multiple silos across the
businesses, particularly network and
customer relationship management
silos?

n

Do you have a plan to help us move
data to the cloud so that we can
use tools such as data lakes?

n

And perhaps most importantly, do
you support development of a
common data model?

inform.tmforum.org
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Powering Profitability with the Three
A’s: Automation, AI & Analytics
Telecom Transformation:
High Stakes and Tremendous
Opportunity
The telecom industry is in a state of
transformation. In fact, so much is
changing that the word “telecom”
doesn’t even fully describe it anymore.

In late 2018, the S&P’s Global
Industry Classification Standard
renamed the industry
“communications services” and
combined it with tech giants,
like Apple, Microsoft, Facebook
and Google.1
And the shift is not just in
nomenclature. Communications
service providers have reinvented
their business models. They’re
embracing new technologies, like 5G
and cloud computing, while working
to adapt to changing customer
preferences in both the B2B and B2C
segments.
Companies need to accelerate their
investments in both time and capital
to compete in today’s dynamic
market.
All that transformation isn’t free.
And this comes at a time when
market conditions have tightened the
profit margins on these companies’
legacy businesses, like phone and
voice services.
To succeed, companies need to
improve margins and find eﬃciencies
in those core businesses. Ideally,
these divisions can operate as stable,

profitable revenue engines while
companies seek bigger growth
opportunities elsewhere.
Unfortunately, legacy infrastructure
can make this intention seem like a
pipe dream. Service providers feel
bogged down by that side of the
business, and the outdated
technology and organizational siloes
that come with it.

1A Automation

Yes, these are major roadblocks to
profitability. But replacing all legacy
systems at once isn’t feasible either —
it would only divert resources from
those new initiatives. Many
companies find it hard to justify
investments in a business with already
tight profit margins.

In these situations, automation has a
clear impact on profitability.
Automating repeatable, lowlevel
tasks can free up more time and
resources for higherimpact activities.
It also reduces the risk of human error
and the time and costs of rework
and manual troubleshooting.

Service providers need a solution that
allows them to circumvent their
legacy infrastructure and break down
siloes — without overinvesting and
eroding margins.

Yet in their quest to improve margins,
some service providers have not fully
embraced automation — though many
would certainly like to.

The Transformation
Solution:
Where to Start for Big Impact
1. Automation
2. Artificial Intelligence (AI)
3. Analytics
Even modest investments in
these “three A’s” can help
service providers improve their
margins and create a stable
foundation, freeing them to
pursue new revenue
opportunities.
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Many telecom companies have high
operating expenses (OPEX) and
capital expenses (CAPEX). Controlling
those expenses — as much as
possible — is critical.

Unfortunately, however, legacy
infrastructure often gets in the way.
Many legacy tools don’t have builtin
functionality to allow for automation.
But that doesn’t mean that those
companies must lose out on those
potential benefits. Modern
technology can help service providers
integrate those disconnected tools
and automate more processes than
ever before.
Tapping into this new power of
automation is a worthwhile
investment — leading to streamlined
processes and more eﬃcient use of
resources.
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Automation in Action: Network
Automation & Software
Defined Networking (SDN)
Business process automation is a
clear opportunity for service
providers. But they shouldn’t
stop there. Network automation
can help service providers be
more profitable and more
competitive on customer
experience.
Network automation isn’t new,
but advancements related to
softwaredefined networks
(SDN) create new opportunities
for service providers. They now
have more flexibility to change
network parameters for specific
use cases — and can pass that
flexibility on to their customers.
In many cases, the current
process for an enterprise
customer to request specific
network parameters is
cumbersome and out of sync
with their rising expectations.
Network automation and SDN
can help service providers meet
those rising expectations,
reducing B2B churn and
improving profitability.

2A Artificial Intelligence
Artificial Intelligence (AI) provides
tremendous opportunities for
communications service providers.
First, it improves profit margins by
making tasks, like customer service,
more efficient. Then, those better
customer experiences help attract
and retain clients, increasing the
margins on the core business and
stabilizing revenue.

The potential implications for this
technology seem limitless. On one
hand, AI can help service providers
better manage their networks by
tapping into predictive maintenance.
One the other, it can help them rise
to meet customer expectations
through tools, like chatbots and
machine learning.

3A Analytics
Service providers have an almost
unparalleled amount of data on their
customers. Unfortunately, that data is
often as siloed as the company itself.

It’s no wonder that companies in
this industry are investing in AI
at a record pace and seeing a big
ROI for their investments. In
fact, most seasoned adopters of
AI technology in this industry
see ROIs above 20 percent2.

With data living in a variety of
unconnected platforms, it’s
challenging for these companies to
access and analyze it.

AI in Action: Chatbots

2. It makes it harder to eﬀectively
visualize and manage their complex
environments. Service providers
have many vendors, services and
protocols, but no one view that
encapsulates them all.

of how AI can help telecom
companies create eﬃciencies in
their legacy businesses.
These chatbots use AI to review
keywords and deliver readymade
written content around common
problems or topics.
These are a double win, because
they increase the eﬃciency and
productivity of customer service
interactions, while also
improving the customer
experience.
These AI tools are so eﬀective,
they are projected to cut
business expenses by as much
as $8 billion over the next five
years3.

This creates many challenges:
1. It can prevent them from having the
line of sight they need to anticipate
and communicate outages.

3. It’s challenging to gain insightful
context for integrating
relationships, monitoring, reporting
and accounting needs.
4. It’s more diﬃcult to deliver
customer service musthaves.
Better analytics technology can help
service providers break down those
siloes, connect disconnected data and
provide enterprisewide visibility.

For this reason, they’ve pretty
much been universally embraced
by the industry.
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Analytics in Action: Service
Assurance
Service assurance is mission
critical for service providers. It
drives profitability metrics and
helps with retaining B2B
customers.
Modern analytics can play a
crucial role in service assurance.
Instead of relying on manual
monitoring and notifications, in
platform analytics enable data
driven automation and the
ability to measure in real time.
This reduces the risk of human
error and makes the entire
process faster, ultimately making
it easier to deliver on service
level agreement (SLA)
expectations. This simple
approach helps service providers
succeed in the competitive and
challenging B2B market.

When they’re able to bridge
these gaps, they can improve
profitability, customer retention
and satisfaction.

Bringing the Three A’s
Together to Improve
Profitability
Automation, AI and analytics can each
play a significant role in helping
communications service providers
adapt to the challenges ahead of them.
To meet the challenges and seize
new opportunities in today’s
hypercompetitive climate,
service providers can lean on
the three A’s to:
1. Improve profit margins
2. Break down siloes
3. Improve eﬃciencies

By improving the eﬃciency and
profitability of their legacy businesses,
they can free up resources to seek
out new, disruptive business models
and opportunities.
Stabilizing the foundation of their
legacy business creates more room
for growth and risk taking in new
markets.
However, it’s important to remember
that not one of these “three A’s” is a
standalone initiative. The real power
comes when you harness them
together. For instance, AI makes it
possible to evaluate analytics at scale
and to automate more interactions
than ever before.
ServiceNow helps service providers
unlock these benefits with a modern
technology solution that enables
automation, powers AI and provides
better integrated analytics.
Want to learn more or schedule
a consultation? Visit us today
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Everyone gains an edge
by serving the edge
By Tim McElligott

The most meaningful discussions of 2020 are likely to be about multiaccess edge computing
(MEC). Why? Because it presents a handson networking and technology challenge that is
attracting the best minds and innovators from telecom, cloud and developer communities, all
collaborating in ways that allow everyone to contribute from a position of strength.
Beneﬁts and challenges of edge compung
When it comes to MEC, getting close
to the customer is not a marketing
metaphor for customer insights and
intelligence. It is a real, physical
requirement. But building a high
performance, secure edge with the
requisite coverage to enable low
latency services and reduce edgeto
core traffic will be a significant
challenge, one that will change the
very structure of the
communications business.
Highly anticipated 5G applications like
autonomous vehicles and remote
surgery require extremely low latency,
which means that computing
infrastructure must be located as
close as possible to the end user.
MEC shifts centralized compute and
storage resources and some
applications to distributed cloud data
centers that are physically closer to
end users.
Compute power at the edge will also
allow communications service
providers (CSPs) to execute some
analytics locally rather than carrying
data to the core and back for
processing. However, deployment can
be costly and logistically complex. The
graphic above shows some of the
pros and cons of MEC.

Benefits

Challenges

Compute & storage close to
user to reduce latency

Selecon of edge cloud locaons

Meets low-latency requirements

Performing analycs when
data remains at the edge

Distributed clouds are less
vulnerable to major outages

Execung cost-eﬃcient, centralized
management and orchestraon for
distributed clouds

Saves core bandwidth

Dearth of cloud experse

Caching content reduces core traﬃc
and improves performance, especially
for video

Overall infrastructure costs

Supports autonomous cars

Big investment in
physical/logical security

Keeps sensive data at edge

Reaching the necessary level
of automaon

TM Forum, 2019

Getting underway
In August 2019, we conducted a
survey of CSPs for a report on the 5G
enterprise opportunity, which found
that more than 70% of operators are
still in the early stages of MEC
deployment, evaluating standards and
approaches. Only 6% have deployed
MEC capabilities in technology trials,
and all are using 4G technology.
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The same survey found that at least a
quarter of operators plan to work
with partners to deploy MEC (see
page 22). Some, like, AT&T are turning
to cloud providers to address issues
of cost and complexity. The company
is partnering with Microsoft to build
edge facilities as part of a broader
deal announced this summer when
AT&T declared its “public cloud first”
strategy. For its part, Microsoft has
stated unequivocally that it does not
intend to compete with CSPs by
building its own edge facilities.
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Everyone gains an edge by serving the edge

How will CSPs support MEC?
6%
12%

35%

Other CSPs have also announced
MEC partnerships:
n TIM

is aiming to become a key
player in cloud and edge computing
by partnering with Google.

12%
n

35%
Contract with turnkey edge
colocaon/providers
Partner with content providers, IoT
soluons companies and others to build
and manage edge data centers
Plan to build and operate our own edge
data centers
Combinaon of internally owned and
leased or managed infrastructure
Other or don’t know

TM Forum, 2019

Read the full report:

n

Verizon is deploying AWS
Wavelength as part of its 5G edge
computing oﬀering, Verizon 5G
Edge will provide mobile edge
computing and highvolume
connectivity between users, devices
and application and AWS
Wavelength will support the parts
of applications that require ultra
low latency to the edge of the
network while connecting back to
the full range of cloud services
running in AWS cloud.
SK Telecom announced in January
the launch of the Global MEC Task
Force, an alliance of operators,
including Singtel, Globe, Taiwan
Mobile and PCCW Global, for
cooperation in 5G MEC. SK
Telecom will work closely with these
“Bridge Alliance Members” to
accelerate progress in 5G and MEC
and create a panAsian 5G MEC
ecosystem.

Standards Institute (ETSI) noted that
one of the key operational
requirements for edge computing is
the concept of ‘zerotouch’
provisioning, which applies to all the
layers of the edge stack and requires
full automation of management and
service assurance. TM Forum
members have been exploring how to
automate operations at the edge in
TM Forum Catalyst proofs of concept
and the Open Digital Architecture
project (see page 12).
Beyond partnering with cloud
providers to build physical MEC
facilities, CSPs will need to strike
deals with software suppliers that
have cloud computing experience in
order to determine which functions
should be deployed in MEC facilities.
Companies such as Cisco, Ericsson,
HPE, IBM, Microsoft and Oracle are
actively positioning themselves to
help CSPs succeed at the edge by
providing endtoend solutions that
support virtual network infrastructure;
management and orchestration;
application hosting; implementation,
assurance and charging; and analytics.

Driven by use cases

AT&T is also using IBM MEC services to
help enterprises capitalize on 5G
network speeds and internetconnected
devices and sensors at the edge of the
network. This will allow for the rapid
transport of data to and from multiple
clouds and billions of edge devices.

While it’s not completely clear how
the relationships between CSPs and
cloud providers will work,
configurations are likely to vary
depending on proximity to end users,
existing facilities and requirements
from enterprise customers, with
deployment driven by specific use
cases, particularly internet of things
(IoT) applications.
For optimal deployment, MEC will
also require a level of automation that
CSPs and their suppliers have not yet
achieved. In a 2019 white paper, the
European Telecommunications
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Making the transition to Cloud-Native
Networks, it’s all about containers
Red Hat
The accelerating deployment of 5G
mobile networks globally has
resulted in communications service
providers (CSPs) increasingly
relocating system infrastructure from
the core to the edge. They’re doing
this to help minimise latency and
congestion and to improve
application performance. As a result,
cloudnative network functions and
edge computing capabilities have
emerged as key CSP strategies.
Moving compute power to the
network edge puts it closer to the
enduser. This relocation can unlock
the potential for exciting new
business applications and have an
ongoing impact on society through
more eﬃcient technological and
human resource utilisation. CSPs will
be presented with an opportunity to
deploy nextgeneration software
based services to create fresh
revenue opportunities.
A move away from traditional
verticalized, proprietary, architectures
towards a softwarebased approach
oﬀers unprecedented scale without
compromising the user experience
thanks to enhanced mobile
broadband through higher data rates,
spectral and network energy
eﬃciency and traﬃc density.
CSPs recognize that when making the
transition to cloudnative networks,
it’s all about containers. A container
based core will enable CSPs to deliver
cloudnative 5G networks. CSPs will
come to rely on containerised
networking apps and modular

microservices to dynamically
orchestrate and grow network service
capacity across distributed
architectures. This will help them
realise the full potential of nextgen
5G networks.
Microservices oﬀer the base of an
elastic, distributed and software
defined infrastructure that defines
cloudnative networks. Ultimately, I
see CSPs with an entire technology
stack – application, network, and data
platforms – built using open source
applications and services that can be
managed consistently and securely
across the architecture.
Clearly, some strategic choices need
to be made when building out these
new architectures. CSPs should
assess which designs and
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organizational structures can help
them grow revenues most while
reducing risk.
To truly open up the network, CSPs
will want to consider a horizontal
cloud platform. To do this, they will
need a common infrastructure running
across the organization. Service
deployment times have already been
accelerated and operational costs
reduced thanks to automation. For
example, by taking a cloudbased NFV
approach, Turkcell has cut launch time
for new services by 66%. Furthermore,
by taking this approach, it can avoid
vendor lockin with flexible, enterprise
open source technology.
Moving to the cloud is often heralded
as being the deliverer of greater
eﬃciencies and savings. But often
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these promises are not backed up
with any detailed analysis. To fully
understand the economic implications
of building telco clouds, virtualized
RAN (vRAN) and edge application
architectures, Red Hat used ACG
Research’s Business Analytics Engine.
We plugged in data from large
operators into the Business Analytics
Engine to compare the total cost of
ownership (TCO) of vRAN against a
conventional distributed RAN (DRAN)
where, in addition to radio, baseband
unit components are also placed at
each antenna site. (see: Economic
advantages of virtualizing the RAN in
mobile operators' infrastructures). The
comparison showed that vRAN
CAPEX was half that of DRAN due to
lower infrastructure costs and
reduced server site requirements.

from 41% lower OPEX and 30%
lower TCO over five years, with 50%
less engineering and planning
required to manage the network.
Additional cost eﬃciencies were
realised in virtual infrastructure
software licenses and lower costs
associated with securing applications
and onboarding new hardware.

that include central core data centres
to edge computing deployments
means CSPs will be better placed to
embrace innovative software to
support new services that can help
diﬀerentiate their services over those
of their rivals.

Horizontal clouds connecting vRAN
sites enable CSPs to support new
applications and services based on
reduced latency and scalability, and
location awareness. Furthermore, an
open deployment enables CSPs to
harness additional business benefits
by expanding containers and cloud
native architectures beyond their
rapidly changing networking
environments, across their operations
and data applications.

Open source provides a foundation
for the endtoend cloudnative
networks of tomorrow. It provides
flexibility and freedom for CSPs when
choosing technology suppliers, while
enabling industrywide collaboration
that drives faster innovation and
standardisation. CSPs need software
that provides the utmost levels of
reliability, security and support, which
is why we are seeing closer
collaborations from open source
vendors and the system integrator
ecosystem aimed at addressing
specific, realworld needs.

The research also revealed a 40%
lower OPEX due to a smaller footprint
and lower vRAN design costs,
compared with the higher
maintenance and operational costs of
a DRAN. Up to 44% in TCO savings
could be realised with a centralised
vRAN architecture.

CSPs have some tough decisions to
make about whether they use their
existing footprint and deploy vRAN
for 5G in existing 4G/LTE networks,
or start fresh, like Rakuten Mobile in
Japan, which has created an endto
end, fully virtualized cloudnative
mobile network.

Red Hat has developed close
relationships with a wide set of global
ISV (Independent Software Vendor)
and networking partners that validate
and optimize their networking
applications for the cloud platforms
deployed by operators  Red Hat
Openstack Platform hosting VMs
(Virtual Machines) and OpenShift Red
Hat Container Platform, hosting
cloudnative network functions
These horizontal platforms provide
the CSPs with the choice to select
strategic partners that meet their
business requirements for networking
applications (software defined or
otherwise) to improve operational
eﬃciency, reduce their risk, and to
accelerate time to market. Some of
these newer vendors are able to
accelerate delivery of key capabilities
at compelling economics and our
platforms enable operators to mix and
match with interoperable APIs on a
secure, robust, supported platform.

The analysis showed where an
operator deployed a single open
horizontal platform for its telco cloud
applications rather than four separate
infrastructure silos from one or more
technology vendors, they benefited

Open standardsbased hardware is
being used by Rakuten, and from our
conversations with CSPs, we know
many others have this in their sights.
The ability to deliver network
functions in virtualized environments

To learn more about how open
technologies are helping CSPs
transform networks, transform
operations, and transform digital
engagement and monetize services
visit Red Hat at MWC 2F30.
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TM Forum Open Digital
Framework
Delivering the tools to go from concept to cash in just 18 days
The TM Forum Open Digital
Framework is an interactive,
continuously evolving collection of
tools, knowledge and standards
that give communications service
providers (CSPs) an endtoend
migration path from legacy systems
to modular, cloudnative IT
components. Simply put, it is a
blueprint for service providers to
deliver intelligent operations fit for
the 5G era.
A prototype version of the
framework is available now for TM
Forum members to explore. It is
being developed through the TM
Forum Collaboration Program and
Catalyst Program, and builds on the
success of the Forum’s established
Open APIs and the Frameworx suite
of standards. Specifically, it includes:
n

n

Open Digital Architecture (ODA)
– an enterprise architecture
blueprint, common language and
key design principles for modular,
cloudbased, open digital
platforms that can be
orchestrated using AI
Open APIs – 50+ standardized
RESTbased APIs to facilitate
zerotouch integration and zero
touch partnering

n Data & AI standards

– an
industryagreed data model,
together with standards

maximizing the potential of AI to
enhance customer experience and
increase operational eﬃciency
n

Reference implementations – a
framework for assembling and
validating ODA components in
the Forum’s Open Digital Lab,
fostering the creation of a
services marketplace

n

Practical guidance – guides and
videos showing how the Open
Digital Framework can be used
to transform the core business
and enable new business growth

n

Foundational libraries –
normalized models providing a
common language for business
processes and information that
simplifies and derisks
transformation projects
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The goal of the Open Digital
Framework is to help service
providers increase agility and
drastically reduce the development
cycle for products and services
from 18 months to 18 days. Much
of the collaborative work that is
part of the framework is already
available, but it helps to organize it
and make it more accessible. The
framework is a work in progress
and will improve through
crowdsourcing.
If you would like to learn more
about the project or how to get
involved in the TM Forum
Collaboration Community, please
contact Andy Tiller.
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